GROUND CONTROL® | TRANSFORMING TAKEOUT COFFEE
PUT A FOCUS ON QUALITY

VERSATILITY & EFFICIENCY

As the world changes and your business
needs to adapt, put your customers
first. Focus on unforgettable quality.
It’s the key to creating an exceptional
and memorable experience. Ground
Control® produces batches of craft
coffee that exceeds the quality of
pour-over. Our patented multi-phase
extraction process delivers a consistent,
quality cup whose sweetness, balance,
and clarity is unparalleled.

Enable a small team (even a single
barista) to run your busy cafe using
Ground Control’s® wide range of
efficient and outstanding quality
beverages.

INCREASING CUSTOMER DEMAND

Pause Coffee House (Sacramento, CA)
installed two Ground Control® Cyclops to
enhance their beverage program using
beans roasted by the renowned Onyx
Coffee Lab. Within two months, Pause
requested a third unit just to keep up
with the tremendous growth in demand
for drinks brewed on Ground Control®!

“Ground Control is awesome! Even the worst cups
we’ve made using Ground Control have been better
than many of the pourovers I’ve had…”
-Hiver Van Geenhoven
Co-Founder, President

CUSTOMERS WANT LARGE FORMAT

Jugs of cold brew and iced lattes are
surging in popularity, but are
challenging to produce at scale. The
logistics of steeping cold brew for
24-hours or hand-pulling 12 shots for
each iced latte jug are a burden on your
equipment and baristas. Ground
Control® makes it easy: Up to a gallon of
cold brew in only 8 minutes, and
upwards of 550 oz of high TDS iced
lattes in 5 minutes of your barista’s time.
No other brewer has the versatility to
produce at this scale or speed.

“I was skeptical that Ground Control®could replace
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traditional espresso for our iced lattes, but we’ve seen
a meaningful improvement in flavor and consistency
over our former process. There’s no way we could
have met this demand in a cost-efficient manner
without Ground Control®. We’ve tripled production

in under two months, and the brewers have already
proven profitable. Our team is pleased, too. Instead
of pulling endless shots, they can focus on engaging
with our customers.”
-Paul Magda
Co-founder

Want to learn more?
sales@vogacoffee.com
@G R O U N D C O N T R L
VOGACOFFEE.COM

